Free Speech
The general principle under the First Amendment is that the reach of
free speech should be limited to protections against speech restrictions
made by the government. .

Restricted
First Amendment protections
do not apply in these situations.

PRIVATE ACTORS

GOVERNMENT ACTORS

Government actors including the
federal government, and state and
local governments (through the Due
Process Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment) cannot restrict your
2
constitutional free speech rights.

Where are you speaking?

Speech that takes place in a private
forum, such as a grocery store or
comedy club, that may invite the
public on to its property can be
3
restricted.

CONTENT-BASED

TIME, PLACE, MANNER

CONTENT-NEUTRAL

Content-neutral regulations are less
restricted. An example of a contentneutral regulation is a ban on all
picketers within 150 feet of a school,
6
regardless of the cause.

How are you saying it?

You can be restricted in time,
place, or manner, even if the
alternative is not your ideal method
7
of speech.

PUBLIC FORUM

Speech that takes place in a
traditional or designated public
forum created by the government
for public debate have very limited
4
restrictions.

What are you saying?

Content-based regulations are more
restricted. An example of a contentbased regulation is a ban on political
yard signs within 150 feet of a
school, while allowing for birthday
and special
occasion signs to be
5
posted.

RESTRICTED

First Amendment protections
apply in these situations .

Who is speaking?

Private actors can restrict your free
speech. The First Amendment
protections against restrictions do
not extend to individuals or private
1
companies.

PRIVATE FORUM

vs.

Not Restricted

ALL CHANNELS

You cannot be restricted from all
8
communication channels.

Restricted speech?

UNRESTRICTED

Defamatory
statements
are
statements that are false and
published without authorization that
damages others' reputations. These
types of statements are
restricted, as
9
is fraud and perjury.

Misinformation or false
information alone is not enough to
12
be restricted.

Hate or racist speech that incites 10
imminent lawless action is restricted.

Harassment by irritating or
tormenting someone
is not enough
14
to be restricted.

Harassment that rises to a11 true
threat of violence is restricted.

Hate or racist speech alone is
13 also
not enough to be restricted.
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